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Dear Readers,
This issue of Timber Malaysia’s NEWS
section highlights the holistic efforts
made by the authorities as well as
timber companies in preserving the
forest and how the industry has been
benefiting from the weakening ringgit in
articles from pages 4-7.

Page 12
AMAZING TIMBER STRUCTURES
Archery Hall and Boxing Club in
Kogakuin University, Tokyo, Japan
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and/or advertising, please write to:
editor_timbermalaysia@mtc.com.my.
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The export value of Malaysia’s timber
and timber products increased in the
first quarter of the year to RM5.17 billion
from RM5.03 billion and the weakening
ringgit seems to be a boon for Sarawak’s
timber players as all timber goods are
priced in US dollars. And in ensuring a
steady supply of raw material, timber
firms have stepped up tree-planting
efforts in Sarawak while the Sabahan
authorities are doubling their totally
protected areas of forest cover and
empowering their enforcement units.
MTCC has also done its job in assuring
that forest produce are being tapped
from a sustainably managed source
much to the delight of the PEFC.
Though glulam has been in existence
for over a century, it only came to our
shores back in the 1960s and made
popular by MTC over a decade ago.
The Council has been playing a very
active role in promoting it and had
used ARCHIDEX 2015 has an avenue
to showcase glulam’s versatility by
creating a 4m x 2.5m structure depicting
MTC’s logo as a booth. Read all about it
on page 2.
In a bid to enhance the quality of design
entries for the MIFF Furniture Design
Competition next year, MTC and UBM
Malaysia had organized a workshop
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for lecturers from design schools. The
theme of the competition remains
largely the same to enable participants
to build on their experience by
creating economically viable furniture.
See page 3.
One of the highlights on MTC’s calendar
for the last quarter of 2015 is the
Wood Architecture Conference. For
the first time, the Council is bringing
together five world renowned timber
experts –Andrew Lawrence, Juergen
Mayer-Hermann, Rune Abrahamsen,
Jonas Lencer and Frank Miebach –
to share their insights into creating
engineering marvels. Turn to pages 8-9,
for more details.
FOR THE LOVE OF WOOD section
features the Terrapuri Heritage Village
which is an excellent showcase of our
ancestral architecture. Centuries-old
homes of noblemen from Terengganu,
Malaysia, have been dismantled at
their original site and reassembled at
Terrapuri. The houses still stand strong
as they are made of Chengal. They are
fitted together using wooden joints
which are held in place by wooden
pegs made of Penaga wood. Visitors
will be transported back in time as
much of the original form and detail
of these houses have been kept intact.
Turn to pages 14-18.

Happy Reading!
The Editor
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Glulam makes its presence felt
MTC showcases the best of glued laminated timber at ARCHIDEX 2015

The MTC booth at ARCHIDEX 2015.

T

The recently concluded 16th
International Architecture, Interior
Design & Building Exhibition Malaysia
2015 (ARCHIDEX 2015) was a
resounding success with its recordbreaking 1,300 booths and over 30,000
visitors this year. Touted as Southeast
Asia’s leading exhibition and networking
event for architects, urban planners,
interior designers and other related
industry professionals, ARCHIDEX 2015
has earned itself a pivotal position in
showcasing the latest in the building
and design landscape.
Seizing the opportunity to raise the
profile of Malaysian timbers, MTC
displayed an engineered timber material
that is being produced on a commercial
scale in Malaysia – glued laminated
timber (glulam) – at ARCHIDEX 2015.
The MTC booth was made up of a
glulam structure which depicted MTC’s
logo. Weighing almost 800kg and
measuring 4m in height and 2.5m in
width, the structure was an excellent
showcase of glulam’s versatility,
durability and flexibility as a building

Asmadi Muhammad (centre) says glulam is
a highly versatile timber product.

material. The glulam was made entirely
of Mengkulang wood.
Though glulam has been used widely in
Europe and the US for over a century,
it only came into existence in Malaysia
back in the 1960s and became popular
a little over a decade ago as MTC has
been playing a vital role in advocating
its usage since 2005.
“As part of MTC’s efforts to promote the
use of Malaysian timbers, we would like
to introduce and raise the awareness
of our local developers on the various
uses of our timber,” said MTC Chairman
Datuk Wee Jeck Seng.
He said that exhibitions like ARCHIDEX
2015 offered a viable platform for
industry professionals to understand the
vast potential of manufactured timber
products in driving the local timber
industry forward.
Speaking on the design of the MTC
booth, MyGlam Sdn Bhd CEO Asmadi
Muhammad said the structure
showcased glulam’s versatility where
it can be transformed from straight

structures into curved works of art.
“Malaysia is blessed with a wide
selection of timber species. However,
the use of timber in the construction
sector is limited. With the advent of new
technologies in timber engineering, we
now have a host of precise engineered
timber products that can be used for
construction. Glulam is an excellent
medium to express the versatility
and beauty of timber in the built
environment,” said Asmadi.
“It is cost saving and greatly enhances
the value and scope for timber in
architecture, design and construction,”
he said.
To enhance the use of glulam, MTC
is actively spearheading efforts to
showcase its versatility and durability.
Earlier this year, MTC and Putrajaya
Corporation started construction
work on the Glued Laminated Timber
Pedestrian Bridge which will connect
Precinct 1 and Precinct 16 in Malaysia’s
administrative capital. The bridge is
scheduled for completion by the end
of 2016.
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Workshop helps
enhance quality
of design
entries

T

The largest furniture design competition in Malaysia,
the Malaysian International Furniture Fair Furniture
Design Competition (MIFF FDC) 2016 returns for the 7th
consecutive year and to kick things off, UBM Malaysia
and MTC, had successfully hosted a workshop for a select
number of lecturers and heads of departments from local
design institutions.
Serving as a curtain-raiser to the highly acclaimed competition,
the event highlighted the latest developments in the design
industry to enhance current and future design-related courses
offered by these institutions. It was also held to boost the
quality of competition entries for MIFF FDC 2016.
Speaking on the competition, MTC Chairman Datuk Wee Jeck
Seng, said the Council was pleased to sponsor MIFF FDC for the
second consecutive year.
“As a Council, we always look at ways to promote the growth of
the local wood-based industry. That is why we support efforts
such as MIFF FDC. Malaysia is not void of talent. However, what
we lack is the ability to successfully capitalise on the talents
available because we do not have a platform dedicated to this.
MIFF FDC provides the right avenue,” said Wee.
“They will also gain invaluable guidance and support from
industry experts as well as have a hands-on experience in
manufacturing wood-based furniture,” he added.
MTC’s Deputy Director of Timber Industry Development
Hamidah Abdullah, spearheaded the workshop with an
informative presentation entitled “Wood for Furniture”. This was
followed by a presentation by the Competition’s Chief Judge

Hamidah Abdullah addressing the workshop participants.

and Founder of PYD Associates China, Philip Yap, who spoke
on “Catching Up with the Global Trends”.
Hamidah highlighted the wide variety, versatility and
uniqueness of Malaysian timbers. She also shared the
importance of choosing the right wood for furniture making.
“Timber is the backbone of Malaysia’s export-oriented furniture
industry. Presently, Malaysia is the 10th largest exporter in
the global furniture industry, where about 80 per cent of our
exported furniture is wood-based. With the vast range of
premium wood products available locally and the ease with
which these materials can be shaped, the possibilities for
design using timber are endless,” said Hamidah.
She also reminded the participants on the key element in
designing furniture: that the design will have no value if it is
not economically viable.
Hamidah also touched on the prospects that await winners
of MIFF FDC. She mentioned about MIFF FDC’s 2014 winner
Francis Lye, who set up Mfivio Sdn Bhd with his prototype
manufacture, the multiple award-winning company Supreme
Tropical Furniture Sdn Bhd.
Supreme Tropical director Choo Ghee Kien took Lye to
Germany to help him have a better understanding of
the furniture market and what was expected of furniture
designers. Lye has gone on to produce furniture which is being
marketed in Canada, Switzerland, Germany and Japan.
Yap’s talk on the other hand provided participants with an
insight into the current shift in the business structure of the
furniture industry where design was the primary focus.
“Buying habits have changed and there is now a strong
demand for unique and appealing designs. It is vital for
designers to understand the needs of the market and create
products that meet this requirement,” said Yap.
With the theme, “Living Furniture, Global Perspective”, MIFF
FDC aims to challenge young furniture designers to create
designs that are commercially viable for the international
market as well.

Photo credit:

MIFF FDC 2016 is open to all Malaysians and foreigners,
including students, residing in Malaysia under the age of 30.
Entrants are given the opportunity to display their talent to
over 500 manufactures and 20,000 professional buyers from
across the world. The winners will also receive over RM20,000
in cash prizes, trophies and certificates.
Hamidah (right) speaking to some of the participants.

For details on MIFF FDC 2016, visit http://miff.com.my/mifffdc/
home.php
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Timber export on the rise

T

The timber industry has been contributing significantly to
Malaysia’s export revenue. Timber is Malaysia’s third largest
export commodity after palm oil and rubber. From January
to March 2015, the export value of Malaysia’s timber and
timber products has increased to RM5.17 billion compared
with RM5.03 billion in the same corresponding period
last year.
Wooden furniture takes up a bigger slice of the pie (31%)
with exports to some 140 countries. Of the total export
value, other major timber products are logs (9%), sawn
timber (14%), plywood (23%), fibreboard (6%), builders’
joinery and carpentry (4%), mouldings (4%), chipboard and
particleboard (2%), veneer (1%), wooden frames (1%) and
other products (5%).
Malaysia’s biggest export market for wooden furniture is the
United States comprising 33% of the total export value of
RM1.6 billion. This is followed by Japan (9%), Australia (8%)
and Britain (6%), among other nations.
According to MTC Chairman Datuk Wee Jeck Seng, Malaysia
is ranked as the 10th largest exporter of furniture in the
world and 80% of the furniture is exported. He added
that the government had executed a forest plantation
programme since 2005 with the aim of establishing
375,000ha of forest plantation by the year 2020. Once fully
implemented, every 25,000ha of forest plantation would
be capable of supplying an estimated five million tonnes
of timber. Wee said this steady and sustainable source of
raw material will place Malaysia’s furniture industry on a
solid footing.
Meanwhile, the ringgit falling to its 17-year low was a boon
for Sarawak’s timber players as timber products are mostly
exported and priced in US dollars.

The ringgit falling to its 17-year low is a boon for Sarawak’s timber
players as timber products are mainly priced in US dollars.

“Timber products in US dollar terms have remained stable
or inched up slightly year-to-date on tightening supply. On
top of that, the currencies of India and Japan – the biggest
importers of tropical log and plywood in the world – have
also remained relatively stable against the US dollar,” said
CIMB Investment Bank Bhd (CIMB Research) analyst Saw
Xiao Jun.
According to the Japan Lumber Report, the supply of
tropical logs in Sarawak has been tight due to the state
government’s efforts to fight illegal logging. This has
pushed up the freight on board (FOB) prices of Meranti
Regular — the benchmark price for Sarawak logs — from
US$270 per cubic metre in December 2014 to US$295 per
cubic metre in July this year.

Photo credit: hup chong furniture sdn bhd
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Bulk of Malaysia’s wooden furniture is exported to the United States.
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Timber firms step up
tree-planting efforts
The slowdown in log production
affected the companies’ financial
performance. It was reported that
Sarawak’s log supply was drastically cut
after the state government launched
a campaign to curb illegal logging
activities and unauthorised logs exports
in the second-half of 2014.
According to newspaper reports, the
authorities seized and confiscated
large quantities of illegal logs, and
the campaign saw the Malaysian
Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC)
raiding some 50 companies across 49
locations statewide.

T

Timber companies in Sarawak, hit by
falling log production, are stepping up
tree-replanting efforts to ensure future
supply.
WTK Holdings Bhd is expanding its
forest plantation area by 12% this year,
as it targets to replant 1,000ha more
with fast-growing commercial timber
trees.
“Effort is being made on research and
development to increase the seedlings’
yields and reduce planting costs,” said
WTK Holdings Bhd chairman Datuk
Wong Kie Yik.
The company has planted 8,000ha
and Wong said it was a long-term goal
to replace timber from natural forest
concessions with trees from the forest
plantations for downstream products in
line with the state’s sustainable forest
management practice.
According to recent filings with Bursa
Malaysia, WTK harvested 128,727 cu m
of logs between January and April this
year. This is 19% lower compared with
159,283 cu m reported in the same fourmonth period last year. Other big timber
companies reported sharper drops in
log production.
Jaya Tiasa Holdings Bhd said production
volume fell by more than 20% to 245,361
cu m from 307,301 cu m while Ta Ann
Holdings Bhd saw a 25% drop to 113,710
cu m from 152,886 cu m.

The MACC also raided dozens of
sawmills suspected of sourcing illegal
logs and froze some RM600 million
in bank accounts which belonged
mostly to operators of timber and
sawmill companies.
None of the big timber companies were
involved in the illegal activity.

“I have made a decision not to
give any more timber concessions.
It is enough. I want to preserve
our forests as much as we
(government) can.
“We must safeguard (forest), don’t
let anyone steal our timber, it is
Sarawak’s wealth. No more illegal
felling,” he said.
However, he said the issuance of
licences for opening up oil palm
plantations by Felda, Felcra,
Sarawak Land Consolidation and
Rehabilitation Authority (Salcra) and
public plantation companies involving
native customary rights (NCR) would
still be considered.

“

Jaya Tiasa, which owns some 713,200ha
of forest concession areas, had
cultivated 31,058ha of forest plantations
as of 30 Sept last year. The group has
an estimated plantable area covering
140,300ha.
“The group’s forest plantation area has
been expanding and will continue to
trend up steadily. We are committed to
planting trees as an investment for the
future and in keeping with the world’s
move towards conservation of natural
forest,” said chairman Tan Sri Abdul
Rahman Abdul Hamid.

The company has

Planted forest has a gestation period
of 12 to 15 years before the trees could
be ready for commercial harvesting.
The replanted areas can produce raw
materials up to five times more than the
natural forests due to the higher density
of planted trees.

forest concessions

Meanwhile, measures taken to freeze the
issuance of timber concession licences
and the opening of new commercial
oil palm plantations in Sarawak is
to preserve the state’s forest from
destruction, said Chief Minister Tan Sri
Adenan Satem.

products in line

Adenan, who is also Resource Planning
and Environment Minister, said it was
also aimed at curbing illegal timber
logging activities and safeguarding the
interest of the people in the state.

practice.

planted 8,000ha
and it is a long-term
goal to replace
timber from natural
with trees from the
forest plantations
for downstream
with the state’s
sustainable forest

”

management

Datuk Wong Kie Yik.
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Sabah doubles protected areas
Since the establishment of the Heart of Borneo Project, 21 percent of Sabah’s forest has been classified as totaly protected areas.

S

Sabah has doubled its Totally Protected Areas (TPA) from
800,000 hectares to 1.55 million hectares or about 21 percent
of Sabah since the establishment of the Heart of Borneo
Project (HoB) in 2007. To date, the state government has set
aside permanently 53 percent or about 3.9 million hectares of
the state’s land mass as protected areas or conservation areas.
According to the chairman of Sabah HoB steering committeecum-deputy state secretary Datuk Joseph Guntavid, the state
government had pledged to further increase its TPA to 30
percent or 2.1 million hectares of the state’s total land area
over the next 10 years.

cut them into planks and carry them out over 8km to 10km to
the nearest road.”
He added that the department had obtained police approval
to set up its own armed unit and had trained 40 of its
personnel to handle firearms. The canine unit would start
off with a German Shepherd and a Belgian Malinois. The
dogs had been trained to sniff out sandalwood since illegal
harvesting of the species at conservation areas had become a
serious problem.

Joseph said the federal government had allocated a sum of
RM34.46 million to Sabah and Sarawak under the 9th and 10th
Malaysia Plans for the HoB initiative.
Out of the sum, Sabah received RM24.16 million, and according
to Sabah Forestry Department director Datuk Sam Mannan,
the sum had been utilized well with successful results.
“Not only that our TPA has doubled since 2007, our forests
certified by world-standard-certification have also increased
from a small 60,000 hectares to almost a million hectares,
mostly certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and
the European standard Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC),” said Mannan.
Meanwhile, Sabah is getting more bite in its crackdown against
illegal loggers and wildlife poachers by setting up its own
armed and canine units. Both units were launched at the
Forestry Department headquarters in Sandakan in July, said
Mannan.
“We are facing frequent problems from poachers, illegal
loggers and those encroaching into forest reserves to steal
sandalwood,” said Mannan, who added that illegal loggers had
also resorted to operating in small teams of two to three men
carrying chainsaws.
“They identify valuable species such as belian, selangan batu
and kapor in our forest reserves. Then they go in, fell the trees,

Photo credit: thestar.com.my
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The newly set up canine unit of the Sabah Forestry Department hopes
to curb illegal logging.
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MTCC lives up to its name

T

The Malaysian Timber Certification Council (MTCC) has been
instrumental in inspiring forest certification development in
Asia. CEO and secretary-general of the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) Ben Gunneberg,
said well-managed forests were vital for promoting and
safeguarding rural livelihoods.
“Forest certification has proven to be an important tool in
addressing issues related to deforestation, illegal logging and
ensuring good forest governance,” he said.
Timber certification is one of the effective measures to ensure
forests are managed in a way that is environmentally sound,
socially acceptable and economically viable.
“MTCC’s leadership in promoting tropical timber certification,
has in turn inspired other countries such as China, Indonesia,
the Philippines, South Korea, Japan, Thailand and India, to
pursue sustainable forest management,” said Gunneberg.
Photo credit: timberdesignmag.com

MTCC CEO Yong Teng Koon said he was proud that tropical
timber products certified under the council are exported to
45 countries with an accumulative volume of more than one
million cubic metres.
“We have made steady progress over the past 14 years since
the scheme was launched in 2001,” he said.
MTCC is urging key markets such as the European Union, the
United States and Australia to buy more certified sustainable
timber from Malaysia.

Good forest management also safeguards the livehood of rural folks,
says Ben Gunneberg

Find & Use The
Right Resources
MTC SupplyWeb is a web-based
information database that lists
Malaysian suppliers of timber-based
products and service providers. This
database serves as a one-stop
information centre for buyers of timber
products and services.
The aim of MTC SupplyWeb is to
promote wider use of Malaysian timber
both locally and abroad. Timber buyers
and consumers are able to access
information on Malaysian suppliers of
timber products and providers of
related services through the Web.

Additional Features:
Companies with existing websites can link to
MTC SupplyWeb.
MTC can create a “gallery-style” website for companies
without existing website.
Registered companies can post / advertise their
own advertisements OR direct viewers to their advertisements
in their respective website(s).
All Malaysian suppliers of timber products and providers of related
services can register for free with MTC SupplyWeb.

To find out more, please visit www.supplyweb.my OR www.timber.my
For further information please email Dr. Eric Ng (eric@mtc.com.my) / Mr Loh Pau Seen (loh@mtc.com.my).
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World’s best at MTC conference
Five designers of iconic timber structures to share insights into building with timber

T

Though it is one of the oldest building materials known to man,
timber has been presenting itself in a whole new perspective,
thanks to technological innovations that are enabling architects
to create engineering marvels such as the Endless Stairs,
Metropol Parasol, Centre Pompidou-Metz and TREET.
In an effort to showcase timber’s vast potential in architecture
and the construction sector as a whole, MTC is bringing
together the designers of these amazing structures to share
their insights into building with timber.
The Wood Architecture – Art & Function international
conference will be held in Kuala Lumpur on 24 November 2015.
It will feature five world renowned experts of architecture and
engineering.
They are Andrew Lawrence, Juergen Mayer-Hermann, Rune
Abrahamsen, Jonas Lencer and Frank Miebach.

“The availability of engineered timber construction materials
such as glulam, opens up possibilities and pushes the
boundaries for the industry. This conference is an excellent
opportunity for local industry members to gain insights
into working with timber from experts who have produced
masterpieces with it,” said MTC Chairman Datuk Wee Jeck Seng.
The conference will be followed up with a workshop which
will be jointly organized by MTC, the Malaysian Institute of
Architects and Universiti Teknologi Mara. The workshop will
be held on 25 November 2015 and will cater specifically for
architecture students.
The Designing With Timber – An Architectural Perspective
workshop will be facilitated by Andrew Lawrence and Jonas
Lencer.
For details, email ling@mtc.com.my

Andrew Lawrence is a leading timber specialist at Arup,
UK. He is noted for building the highly acclaimed Endless
Stairs, Centre Pompidou-Metz, Timber Wave, Canary
Wharf Crossrail Roof and Serpentine Pavilion. He is a
member of the Timber Eurocode Committee and lectures
around the world on the use of timber in architecture.
Andrew will share his experience in his talk entitled, Timber
Structures Around the World.

Centre Pompidou-Metz.

As the founder of Mayer-Hermann,
Juergen Mayer-Hermann’s work is
well-recognised around the world. As
the designer of the famed Metropol
Parasol, he has received many awards. His
work has been published and exhibited
worldwide, and he has also lectured at Ivy
League institutions. Juergen will speak on
Timber in Architecture.
Metropol Parasol.
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A structural engineer by qualification,
Rune Abrahamsen is a timber bridge
specialist with Sweco Norge AS. He has
designed many timber buildings and
bridges. Among his more famous designs
are the bridge across the Rena River in
Norway and the pedestrian bridge in
Kalmar, Sweden, as well as TREET – a
14-storey timber apartment building in
Bergen, the glulam-structured Norwegian
Pavilion at Expo 2010 Shanghai and the
timber structures at the Oslo Airport. His
talk on Timber Bridges will specifically
highlight the use of timber in the
construction of bridges.
TREET.

Jonas Lencer is a studio director with
DRMM who specialises in prefabrication
and engineered timber construction.
He was responsible for the design and
delivery of the Wansey Street project,
which won DRMM the BD Public Housing
Architect of the Year award, as well
as the Endless Stairs, among others.
He lectures in Britain and Europe,
highlighting DRMM’s pioneering work in
cross-laminated timber, and his talk on
Sculptural Architecture at the conference,
will shed further light on this.

Endless Stairs.

The executive director of
Schaffitzel+Miebach, a company that
has been in operation for over a century,
Frank Miebach will speak on Building with
Wood. Schaffitzel+Miebach specialises
in using high-quality timber as well as
timber products and is a leading company
in Europe for timber bridge construction
and building bridges with glued laminated
timber or glulam.

Timber Wildlife Crossing.
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IRAN

IRAN

Confair 2015

Market Research Visit
by MWMJC and PEKA

MTC Dubai director Khairul Anwar (second from left) with some
Middle-Eastern fair visitors.

The market development team (from third left) Tan Leong Yeok, Wahab
Ab. Razak, Leong Yue Peng, Soo Weng Heng, Ken Ong and George Yap.

T

The 15th International Exhibition of Building & Construction
Industry (Iran Confair) was held from 9-12 August 2015 at the
International Permanent Fair Ground in Teheran. The trade fair
attracted exhibitors from countries such as China, Turkey, South
Korea, Germany, Spain and the UAE. The exhibitors showcased
a comprehensive range of products, services and modern
technologies to support the infrastructure and construction
growth of Iran.
The agreement signed between the six world powers and Iran in
July 2015 is expected to gradually reduce economic and financial
restrictions imposed in Iran. The removal of economic embargo
on Iran will be a big boost for Malaysian timber companies.

Visitors at the trade fair.

M

MTC organized a market research visit to Teheran, for the
Malaysian Wood Moulding & Joinery Council (MWMJC) and
the Association of Malaysian Bumiputra Timber and Furniture
Entrepreneurs (PEKA) from 21-27 August 2015.
The visit was held to enable MWMJC and PEKA members to
learn more about the timber trade in Iran and develop business
opportunities. The market development team, which was led by
George Yap, comprised five members from MWMJC and one
representative from PEKA.

MWMJC and PEKA members at the meeting with their Iranian
counterparts.
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CHINA

The Malaysian delegates at a timber frame housing developer’s
construction site.

The delegates at a factory visit.

Technical Mission on Timber’s
Performance During Fire

T

Thirteen participants from various government and private
sectors were part of MTC’s technical mission to study timber’s
performance during a fire. The Ministry of Urban Wellbeing,
Housing and Local Government secretary-general Datuk
Mohammad Mentek and the Fire and Rescue Department
of Malaysia director-general Datuk Wira Wan Mohd Nor
Ibrahim were part of the entourage that visited Australia and
New Zealand.
The objective of the mission was to study timber’s performance
during a fire should it be used in the construction sector. The
Malaysian delegates met up with officers from the Ministry of
Business Innovation and Employment New Zealand who are
the regulators responsible for the Building Act and associated
codes as well as the Australian Metropolitan Fire and Emergency
Services Board.

A charred piece of timber after the test.

Timber Malaysia 11

MTC Technology Acquisition
Mission On Plywood

M

MTC had successfully organised a Technology Acquisition Mission
focusing on plywood to Nanning, China, from 26 to 30 July
2015. It was organised at the request of the Malaysian Plywood
Manufacturers Association (MPMA).
The mission was participated by 16 industry members from 11
timber companies together with MPMA. During the mission,
delegates visited plywood factories, a plantation and nursery
in Nanning.
The mission has proven to be beneficial to the participants in
getting an insight into the plywood industry in China.

Malaysian delegates getting a better insight into China’s plywood trade
during a discussion.

AMAZING TIMBER STRUCTURES
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The building is a true testament of innovative timber solutions.

Archery Hall and Boxing Club,
Kogakuin University, Tokyo

The formal rituals of Kyudo (Japanese
archery) and the aggressive nature of
boxing may appear worlds apart but the
two called for a column-free space of
7.2m by 10.8m, a size that is comparable
to a sacred hall in a traditional Japanese
temple. The University’s brief was for the
strucutres to be constructed of locally
sourced timber.
In order to achieve this span, without
columns and using low-cost methods
of timber construction, it was necessary
to come up with an innovative timber

solution. The architects successfully gave
what the University needed.
Katsuya Fukushima and Hiroko Tominaga
of FT Architects explored traditional
methods of Japanese timber joinery for
inspiration and came up with a concept
that combined both state-of-the-art
design and was budget-conscious.
The Archery Hall and Boxing Club
featured impressive yet different timber
ceiling structures. The archery hall features
a delicate lattice frame composed of
slender tie-beams and posts while the
boxing club has a bolder, stepped frame.
The two structures were constructed by
employing a simple, low-tech method
of bolt-and-nut assembly and required
accuracy to make sure that each grid
is created up of only perpendicular
elements.

Photo credit: dezeen.com

A

An architectural firm in Japan, FT
Architects, designed two unique sports
facilities at the Kogakuin University
Campus in Tokyo, which featured
strong craftsmanship and a profound
appreciation for timber joinery. The two
buildings comprise an archery hall and a
boxing club.

A simple bolt-and-nut assembly was
used for the structures which required
meticulous accuracy.

for the love of wood
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One of the houses or villas at the Terrapuri Heritage Village.
These made-in-Chengal houses may look weather-beaten but are sturdy.

Ruins revived
Centuries-old villas at the Terrapuri
Heritage Village reflect the deep
history of Malay homes across
Terengganu, Malaysia

T

The theatrics ends as soon as the huge, imposing doors with
stupas shut. What greets visitors beyond the gates of the
Terrapuri Heritage Village is an “ancient kingdom” that transports
one back to the 17 century. Those who know their history will
immediately see the Siamese influence which settled in the east
coast and that of the ancient Langkasuka kingdom which dates
back from the second to 16 centuries.
Terrapuri, which is located in Kampung Mangkuk, Kuala
Terengganu, Terengganu, is a cluster of centuries-old houses that
has been painstakingly restored by its owner Alex Lee who saw
the value wooden houses had more than 20 years ago.
“These houses are between 100 and 250 years old. They are
made mainly of Chengal and that is why they have lasted so long.
They belonged to the noblemen of Terengganu whose family
were no longer living in these homes,” said Lee.

Wooden pegs help keep the treads in place.

“I had always been fascinated by Terengganu’s culture and
heritage. Wooden houses are a particular favourite. As a teenager,
I wanted to run an inn. I also wanted to go to America to further
my studies and thought of running an inn for a year or two to
save some money. After my Form 6, I managed to convince

for the love of wood
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A work of genius, the swimming pool merges with the Setiu River. Wooden sun loungers are neatly lined on the Resak and Seraya decks while the
gurgling fountains add to the calming feel.

my parents to turn my grandfather’s wooden shop lot into a
homestay for backpackers.
“Terengganu was on the tourist trail but there weren’t many
convenient lodging and food that were palatable for the
Europeans then,” said Lee.
“In 1988, I turned my grandfather’s wooden shop lot into what
was known as the Marang Inn where I provided some basic
necessities and learnt to cook for the backpackers. We did so
well that we earned a mention in Lonely Planet and in less than 18
months The Guardian of UK did a feature on us,” he said.
As the business flourished, Lee went on to establish his travel
agency, Ping Anchorage in 1990 and within four years he had
to close down Marang Inn as the state government wanted to
demolish all the old wooden shop lots in town.

“

The Terrapuri Heritage Village is Alex Lee’s dream come true.

All the houses belonged to the rich
and they used good quality wood like
Chengal to construct their homes.
It is not too difficult to maintain a
hardy timber like Chengal. We have
assembled these houses and applied

”

oils which act as repellents as well as
add a little shine to the structure.
Alex Lee

The number of European backpackers coming to Marang,
Terengganu, had dropped drastically but Lee being the ever
determined businessman set up another lodge in Kuala
Terengganu and continued to provide the homestay services but
that wasn’t enough.
“These Europeans had always admired our culture and lifestyle.
I grew up in an old wooden house and I loved it. I realized very
early on the need to preserve our heritage and was inspired to do
something truly meaningful after visiting some heritage sites in
Europe,” said Lee with a smile.
Soon Lee started buying old wooden houses and salvaging what
he could from partially dilapidated homes to build what is now
called Terrapuri.
“All the houses belonged to the rich and they used good quality
wood like Chengal to construct their homes. It is not too difficult
to maintain a hardy timber like Chengal. We have assembled
these houses and applied oils which act as repellents as well as
add a little shine to the structure.”
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The verandah which doubles as a lounge area is a nice place to sit back and relax.

Brassware that were collected at the original site of the houses are put on display on equally old cabinets and tables.
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All the wooden beams, columns and latices can be dismantled and reassembled.
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Earthen jars, farming equipment and stone grinders are some of the things stored below the house.

In the old days, these houses were built in such a way that they
could be dismantled and reassembled. The houses were fitted
together using wooden joints which were held in place by
wooden pegs made of Penaga wood.
The wooden houses in Terrapuri, which are called villas, are
“collections” from all over the state. Each villa bears the name of
the village where it originated from.
Farming tools such as ploughs and various household items
like the coconut scrapper as well as spindles have been placed
underneath the houses. Some villas have boats “moored” below.
These are yet another feature commonly found in village homes.
The houses with their raised platform on stilts, steep gabled roof,
gently curved gable ends, rhomboid-shaped terracotta roof tiles
and walls made of timber panels slotted into groove frames are
sturdy structures. The wood grains are visible and the “floors” as
well as “stairs” creak each time you step on them.
In keeping to their original form and detail, certain imperfections
such as cracks and chipped pieces of wood have been
deliberately left unrepaired to lend an air of authenticity to these
“houses”.
No nails have been used to assemble 15 of the 22 operating villas.
The remaining seven houses will be pieced together next year
by Lee’s artisans. Many filigree- and piercing-like wood carvings
feature in these homes, thanks to the master craftsmen and
carpenters.
Another talking point at this resort is its swimming pool. The
pool water seems to merge seamlessly into the Setiu river which
incidentally ends at Terrapuri. The pool side décor has been kept

simple with gurgling fountains, earthen jars and wooden sun
loungers lined neatly over its Resak and Seraya deck.
Terrapuri, which means “The Land of Palaces”, is a wonderful
conservation and restoration project of classic Malay houses
in Terengganu. It is hearty to note that prefabricated homes
existed centuries ago. The modern amenities in the villas do not
overshadow the old houses and leaves one in awe of the amazing
ancestral architecture and engineering that have gone into
constructing these structures.
By the way, don’t try lifting or moving any of the wooden
furniture inside the villa…they are solid Malaysian hardwoods
which weigh a tonne.

Many residential and commercial structures
enhanced by the use of Malaysian timber
are featured in MTC’s book “ReThink: A New
Paradigm for Malaysian Timber”. Co-published
with MPH and available at MPH and leading
bookstores in Malaysia and Singapore, the book
showcases breathtaking projects in Malaysia,
Singapore, Mauritius and the Maldives.
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Natalie taking her first steps into the wild at the Tabin Wildlife Reserve in Lahad Datu.

Sun Bear Begins New Life

A

A sun bear cub that was brought to the Bornean Sun Bear
Conservation Centre (BSBCC) in Sepilok, Sandakan, Sabah, five
years ago returned to its natural habitat in the east coast of
Lahad Datu.
The female sun bear called Natalie was flown by helicopter
from Sepilok and released in the Tabin Wildlife Reserve. BSBCC
founder and chief executive Wong Siew Te said wildlife officials
would keep track of Natalie’s movements at Tabin through a
satellite collar she had been fitted with.
“Natalie has matured into a healthy young adult under our care,”
said Wong, adding that the centre had been preparing her for
the move by helping her to develop essential survival skills such
as foraging, climbing, nest building and socialising. Natalie grew
up in natural forest enclosures in BSBCC with tall trees, dense
vegetation and significant amounts of natural food such as
termites, earthworms, insects and honey from bee hives.

Sabah Wildlife Department director William Baya commended
the effort by BSBCC, saying that the release of Natalie is a sign
of BSBCC’s conservation efforts for endangered sun bears are
beginning to pay off and he believed that more bears will be
released into the wild in the near future.

Photo credit: wikimedia.com

Natalie’s release to Tabin was a joint effort of BSBCC, the Sabah
Wildlife Department and its Wildlife Rescue Unit (WRU), as well
as the Danau Girang Field Centre.

Tabin Wildlife Reserve is a nature preserve in Sabah where animals such
as Natalie take refuge.

Environment Let’s go eco!
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Deputy Dean of Community and Industrial Network of
UPM’s Agriculture Faculty, Associate Prof Dr. Halimi Mohd
Saud said the university has RM30,000 in funding that
covers all the “Jom Berkebun” initiatives that includes
the ones in Sungai Bunus and Kampung Baru Air
Panas, Setapak.
“We also teach residents on how to set up a nursery, use
waste material and organic matter to compost, make
natural pesticides as well as provide plant fertilisers,”
he said.
The Lions Club has been partners with DBKL for LA 21 for
the past 15 years.

Encouraging
Community
Gardening

R

Residents of the Raya Permai People’s Housing Project (PPR)
in Sungai Besi, Kuala Lumpur, have been provided a herb
nursery by Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL) to further their
“Jom Berkebun” community gardening effort.
As part of the Local Agenda 21 (LA 21) action plan, DBKL,
International Association of Lions Club and Universiti Putra
Malaysia (UPM) have set-up an additional nursery with
300 species of herbs as part of a pilot project. LA 21 is
a programme between the local authorities, society and
private agencies to work together to plan and manage their
surrounding areas towards a sustainable development and
higher quality of life.
DBKL has allocated 1.2 hectares of abandoned land next to
the PPR, which has about 3,800 residents, for the initiative.
DBKL director-general Datuk Amin Nordin Abdul Aziz
said the collaboration between DBKL, the private sector,
university and residents have been a fruitful one.
“DBKL only stepped in for major repairs while residents took
care of the place by themselves. The nursery allows them
to grow their own plants from seedlings in vegetable plots
which they can then plant back into the plots once grown,”
he added.
DBKL cannot afford to maintain all these areas, as it
also maintains 15 major parks, including nearly 500
children’s playgrounds.
Through LA21, resident’s associations were encouraged to
come forward and make suggestions to take over these
pocket parks from DBKL.
In addition to uniting the 3,800 residents in the area, the
gardening effort could also become a source of income when
the produce is sold.

Photo credit: thestar.com.my.

Datuk Amin Nordin Abdul Aziz (in white shirt) looking at seedlings
in the nursery.

Datuk Nolee Ashilin Mohd Radzi (fourth from right) watering a
newly planted tree at the Bukit Merah Laketown Resort.

1,000 Trees
Planted In
Resort

M

MK Land Holdings Bhd organised a tree-planting activity
at the Bukit Merah Laketown Resort in Perak, in a bid to
beautify the surrounding area. About 1,000 trees were
planted for this effort.
Apart from the company’s employees, students and
residents took part in the initiative which was designed
to inculcate a love for the environment. Present at
the launch was State Tourism and Culture Committee
chairman Datuk Nolee Ashilin Mohd Radzi.
Fruit trees such as soursop, mangosteen, rambutan,
jackfruit and mango were planted during the event.
Through the tree-planting activity, participants were also
given a chance to plant their own tree and name it. They
were also given lessons on recycling methods, gardening
techniques and taught how to compost kitchen waste.
MK Land plans to organise a “Fruits Party” on an annual
basis once the trees mature.
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Environment At One with Nature

Aur Island, Johor
Nature’s beauty is bound to floor any visitor to the island.

Although it is small in size, Aur Island has
multiple spots for diving and snorkeling
enthusiasts. Due to its remoteness from
the mainland, the corals, lagoons, and
offshore pools here are a sight to behold.
The deeper waters around the area offer
good visibility of the marine life. Dive
trips can yield encounters with mantas
and whale sharks amongst schools of
Bumphead Parrotfish, Titan Triggerfish,
Barracudas, Yellowback Fusiliers, Angelfish
and Titan Trigger Fish.

underwater pinnacles. The pinnacles are
about half-an-hour by boat from the main
village called Kampung Teluk Berhala.
Together with Dayang, Aur is mostly
visited by foreigners and divers. Aur has
about 300 settlers and only radio phones
work here. There is no dive centre on the
island. All dive trips must be pre-arranged.
April to June are the best months for
diving as the waters are clear and calm.
The legendary huge rock in the shape
of a lion on Aur Island, known as Batu

The rich pelagic also attracts numerous
sport fishermen. Mesmerized by the
beauty of nature, private yachts anchor
at the calm waters between Aur and
Dayang islands.
Avid divers wanting a challenge are seen
here due to the fascinating underwater
topography which includes several

Enjoy a breathtaking view of the island.

Berhala, was famous for being the “home”
to “orang bunian” or good spirits. One can
take a short trek up a well-trodden path
to the back of the rock until the base of
the monolith.
There will be a little extra work required:
climbing, squeezing between rocks and
even climbing up a chimney but all these
crank up the adventure quotient. Small
villages dot the coast and they can be
accessed either by boat or foot.

Photo credit: attractionsinmalaysia.com
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Aur Island, situated 67km east of Mersing
in Johor, is a tropical paradise, which is
well-known for its crystalline waters and
sandy beach. The island, along with the
nearby islets Dayang, Lang and Pinang, are
rated among the best diving destinations
within the Johor Marine Park Area.

Pink Anemonefish is one of
the species that calls Aur
Island its home.

